Evaluation of characteristic parameters for the neurotransmitter release mechanisms at the neuromuscular junction.
The process of neurotransmitter release at the neuromuscular junction needs to be represented appropriately in modeling of the synaptic chemical transmission as a reaction-diffusion system. The release mechanisms of the expanding pore and the acceleration are analyzed by the computer simulation with respect to the effects of the characteristic parameters in the mechanisms on spontaneous generation of the miniature endplate current (MEPC), leading to the following evaluation. In the expanding pore mechanism the expanding rate of the pore more than 10 nm ms(-1) and the diffusion coefficient of acetylcholine in the synaptic cleft (D(c)) of about 1.0 x 10(-6) cm2 s(-1) yield the maximum amplitude, the rise time and the decay time constant of the MEPC in agreement with the empirical data. In the active release mechanism the 10-fold acceleration of the natural diffusion and a similar value of D(c) are required to suit for the empirical MEPC.